
Samantha Roth, Cactus Smuggler (Nail File), 2022,
paper, gesso, and colored pencil, 42 7/8 × 29".

LOS ANGELES

Samantha Roth
TYLER PARK PRESENTS
4043 West Sunset Blvd.
July 9–August 13, 2022

Rendered in colored pencil on black-gessoed
paper, Samantha Roth’s drawings exude the
dim luminance and irrational spatiality of X-
rays and somniferous visions, evoking the eerie,
unmoored feeling of days and places melting
together during Covid-19 lockdowns. In the
seven semiautobiographical pieces here, the
artist meanders through her pandemic
reflections, frequently veering into personal
quirks in order to unpack the obsessive,
voyeuristic, and paranoiac tendencies that
surfaced for so many of us during more than
two years of isolation. Her show’s title,
“Duplex,” not only refers to the type of home

she lives in, but also emphasizes the interplay between darkness and light, between concealment
and revelation within this imagery.

In Head to Head, 2021, Roth imagines a radiographic view through her bedroom and into her
neighbor’s dwelling. The layered transparencies of jumbled furniture intermingling across
separate apartments convey a portentous yet slightly comical mood of confusion and disorder.
Furthering this narrative of impracticable desire for remote interaction, Eavesdropper, 2021—a
drawing aptly displayed alone in a tiny chamber—features the titular subject pressing their
upper body against a wall as a phantasmal arm materializes behind the figure, ostensibly trying
to embrace them.

Tensions between transgression and tenderness are especially pointed in Cactus Smuggler (Nail
File), 2022. Here, the subject insouciantly grooms her fingernails while hiding about two dozen
plant cuttings beneath her clothing, carefully taped to her body. According to the artist, this
piece was inspired by pangs of self-identification in reading news articles about a spate of
vegetation traffickers. In these stories, Roth recognized her own penchant for occasionally
snitching succulent clippings to fill out her garden. As in other drawings, she modeled the figure
after herself, yet omitted distinguishing features to leave the thief’s identity open-ended.

Alluding to the artifice behind these quasi-confessional stagings, Two, To, Too, 2022, portrays a
flat file with several drawers tantalizingly ajar, revealing peeks of paper masks, doodles of cats,
cactus cuttings, and the artist’s scribbled signature—just enough detail to allow inquisitive
viewers to fill in the gaps with fancy, as an eavesdropper would.

— Annabel Osberg

— Halo Rossetti

MIAMI

Marco Brambilla
PÉREZ ART MUSEUM MIAMI (PAMM)
1103 Biscayne Blvd.
Jun 17 - Sep 01 2021

The superlatives “genius” and “masterpiece”
are often applied overzealously—so we won’t
use them here. Yet these qualities suffuse film

director and artist Marco Brambilla’s video installation, Heaven’s Gate, 2021, a dazzling
achievement that redefines visual splendor. Presented on a vertical, rectangular screen in a dark
room, the imagery comprises a mind-blowing quantity of movie scenes, sets, and characters
that have been digitally cropped and recontextualized into contiguous animated dreamscapes.
Multilayered moments from some of cinema’s most iconic productions—Metropolis (1927),
Rocky (1976), Jurassic Park (1993), King Kong (specifically, the 1976 and 2005 remakes)—repeat
continually, producing an epic celluloid tapestry. The astounding compositional detail,
symmetry, and a thunderous orchestral soundtrack compound the work’s grandiose, hypnotic
effect.

We witness an odyssey of grassy Edens, undersea realms, and volcanic hells while famous faces,
props, and stages are spliced into familiar yet surreal environments, such as a dancing
Christopher Walken playing Frank White in King of New York (1990); the villainous ascent of
Charlize Theron as witch-queen Ravenna from Snow White and the Hunstman (2012); and
Chris Tucker, in a celestial vista of clouds and fireworks, as the maniacal radio host Ruby Rhod
in The Fifth Element (1997). Edits upon edits of unending depth—full of parades, heroes,
monsters, and smiling troupes in blazing color—distill the film industry’s seductive excesses.

But Brambilla’s glittering facade also reveals the soulless lies, stereotypes, and impossible
perfections that Hollywood peddles. Suddenly, the vignettes seem off-kilter, as though we’re
watching the undead facsimiles of myriad stars and starlets, detached from their audience. The
headliners are performing only for themselves, their dramatic gestures and mouthed words
merely empty Stepford-style proselytizing of unreachable ideals. Perhaps when it comes to
skewering the cynical propaganda and deceit of Tinseltown’s greasy fantasy machine, there can
be no deadlier assassin than one of its own.

— Darren Jones

MÖNCHENGLADBACH

Studio for Propositional Cinema
MUSEUM ABTEIBERG
Abteistrasse 27
Apr 03 - Sep 25 2022

Since its inauguration in 2013, Studio for
Propositional Cinema had produced work that
might be described as paracinematic or

paraphotographic—engaging with the material constraints and possibilities of both mediums
without necessarily taking a photograph or making a film. For this reason, the collective’s
current solo exhibition at Museum Abteiberg, “The Camera of Disaster,” presents an
immediate surprise to the viewer: a series of sensuous, large-format black-and-white
photographs following three characters through post-apocalyptic land- and cityscapes. 

Contrary to facile appeals to its representational power, informational accessibility, and
democratic circulation, the collective views photography as an extractive technology of the
industrial age: a destructive art that sees the world as a raw material on which the forces of
production can act. It gradually becomes clear, in fact, that the disaster of the exhibition’s title
refers to the invention of photography as much as it does to the medium’s extinction. If the
photograph is a product of an increasingly catastrophic modernity, how, if at all, can we plan
for its future?

Hanging in mirrored frames on silver walls, each photograph in the exhibition features text
printed directly on the glazing. They tell the story of a band of photographic rebels resisting the
homogeneity of spectacular culture by keeping a form of analogue image-making alive after
something like the end of the world, here presented as the end of the image. “We can retain the
possibility of making our own images,” writes the Studio, “by regaining control of the
apparatus of image-making, keeping production recipes and knowledge open-source and
available, and building and maintaining networks for their distribution, like how illicit
knowledge was retained and passed along in the so-called Dark Ages.” Intriguing vitrines filled
with evidence of historical photographic processes—including a camera and various minerals
and chemicals—offer both evidence of the medium’s past and a self-professed survival guide.

Engaging in the violence of photography and simultaneously encouraging others to reclaim the
process for themselves, the Studio dares to theorize the condition of all image-making at our
present historical juncture. It’s something close to: “I can’t go on, I’ll go on.”

— Giampaolo Bianconi

NEW YORK

Shen Xin
SWISS INSTITUTE
38 St Marks Pl
May 04 - Aug 28 2022

The namesake centerpiece of the Chengdu,
China–born Shen Xin’s solo exhibition here, ས་
གཞི་�ོན་པོ་འ�ར། (The Earth Turned Green), 2022, is a
massive three-channel video and sound
installation. The work, which grew out of the

artist’s stumbles in learning Tibetan, comprises a floor-to-ceiling screen featuring imagery
projected on both sides, subtitled in English and Tibetan. This surface divides the gallery space
evenly in two, metaphorically producing the “gulf” that frequently exists between different
languages. For the piece, Shen worked with a technician to create a lighting scheme that
mimicked the passage of a day within each of the four seasons. The artist wrote down their
feelings in response to the scheme in Mandarin, and then had this text translated by Ji Ta Zong,
their language teacher, into Tibetan. The resulting document functioned as a pedagogical tool
for Shen’s language lessons with the tutor.

In the videos, hazy blobs of color intermingle to produce a kind of abstract grammar—
reminiscent of Mark Rothko’s formalism—suggesting that learning is a lot like calibrating one’s
vision. A soundtrack of conversations between Shen and Ji, in both Tibetan and Mandarin,
accompanies the piece, but what they say is difficult to make out. This garbledness seems to
emulate what it feels like to try and master a new language as one tries to overcome the various
roadblocks—intellectual, cultural, etc.—that crop up during the process.

In discussing the notion of “linguistic identities,” Peter Hessler, an American journalist and the
author of several books on China and Egypt, writes that “the more languages you know, the
more you appreciate how hard it is to label another person, because each mind contains its own
unique collection of words.” In their piece, Shen nods to Hessler’s concept, as the work suggests
that possessing a sense of openness or vulnerability when facing the unknown—a language, a
culture, etc.—might mitigate prejudice and lead to deeper self-reflection.

For instance, when Ji describes fruits as blocky forms on a tree, Shen is surprised; when Shen
wonders why the root of the word night in Tibetan is related to motherhood, Ji confesses that
she had never thought about it in this way. Through their courageous acts of not knowing, the
duo manages to share in each other’s creativity and imagination, producing a state of profound
mutual understanding between teacher and student. Indeed, by “using what we see and feel as a
field of knowledge production,” Shen states, “coexisting with multitude is feasible.”

— Qianfan Gu

NEW YORK

Oli Epp
PERROTIN | NEW YORK
130 Orchard Street
Jun 23 - Jul 29 2022

Striking high-contrast images of art seem to be
in vogue, especially on social media, where they
frequently gain more “likes” than works that
are quieter, murkier, oblique. Enter Oli Epp,
whose paintings undoubtedly shine on
Instagram because of their slick, detailed

facture. Indeed, Epp’s canvases are a shining example of this phenomenon—yet their physical
presence and technical virtuosity stand out and deserve careful examination.

In Surrogate (all works cited, 2022), an agglomeration of nine white kittens forms a ghostly
unified whole under a black Siamese cat with five large distended teats. This feline’s
hyperdetailed head is attached to an elongated cartoonish body—dangling from its posterior is
an emerald. The gradated background is a cloudy subtle blue, which makes the gem, as well as
the mama cat’s green eyes and soft-pink nipples visually pop. If you fetishize such scrupulous
handiwork, you’ll get lost in Engaged, a closely cropped picture of a woman’s face, whose skin
is a field of modulated pinky beige, accented by a lemony horizontal fringe of hair. She’s
applying red lipstick to her giant wet lips, both of which are the same hue as the analog
telephone handset she’s holding. All three of these components, photorealistically rendered,
provide a sharp contrast to the work’s flatter, more stylized parts—it’s as if the subject’s skin
and bangs are a stage for the work’s trio of bright-crimson components. Perhaps the most
compelling detail is the bloodred streak of lipstick that misses the mouth; its flatness becomes a
comment on the illusionism of painting.

Blue-denim jeans can be seen through a perfect circle on the crotch of a cyborg cowboy’s chaps
in Dead Center, whose titular direction indicates where in the canvas this peep-show punctum is
located. A nasty yellow gunk is visible on the subject’s oversize teeth, likely the result of
frequent tobacco use (a few cigarette butts are strewn along the ground). A red-velvet drape in
the background creates a theatrical effect, as though we are viewing a futuristic vaudeville
routine. This image would certainly be satisfying as pixels, but Epp’s meticulous brushwork is
best experienced in the flesh.

— Chris Bors

NEW YORK

Cindy Sherman
HAUSER & WIRTH | EAST 69TH STREET
32 East 69th Street
May 04 - Jul 29 2022

More than forty years ago, Cindy Sherman
debuted “Cindy Sherman,” the polymorphous
persona that, since then, has been the artist’s
primary subject: a reflection not only of herself,

but also of mass culture’s often strange and troubling depictions of women as a whole. The 
seventy photographs from Sherman’s 1977–80 “Untitled Film Stills” series are part of an 
exhibition at Hauser & Wirth that examines some of her earliest forays into self-portraiture. Of 
course, as familiar as these works—and the cinematic tropes they mine—have become, they 
never fail to unsettle. Take Untitled Film Still #7, 1978, in which the artist transforms herself 
into a louche Las Vegas type, leaning awkwardly out of a sliding glass door dressed in a white 
slip holding a cocktail glass and adjusting her garter belt; or Untitled Film Still #58, 1980, 
where she’s a resolute-looking heroine in a black wig and scarf, standing before a high-rise while 
staring fearlessly out of the picture, beyond the viewer’s gaze; and Untitled Film Still #53, 1980, 
in which Sherman, disguised as an elegantly made-up and coiffed character resembling Princess 
Diana, peers disconcertingly to her left. The shape of the glass torch lamp behind her 
humorously echoes her round hairstyle, while the background light forces her face into a veil of 
shadow.

On the one hand, Sherman’s pictures reside in the playacting tradition of great Victorian 
photographer Julia Margaret Cameron; in the revolutionary identity-shifting oeuvre of 
Surrealist Lucy Renee Mathilde Schwob (aka Claude Cahun), and even the searing confessional 
self-portraiture of Francesca Woodman. On the other hand, Sherman’s groundbreaking 
significance truly emanates from how her work subverts the premise that photographs can be 
trusted as sources of truth. The idea that a photo is rarely what it says it is because it represents 
a conceit and not a certainty was radical decades ago (and exquisitely articulated by Susan 
Sontag in On Photography [1977]). Some people who saw Sherman’s works when they were first 
exhibited claimed they actually knew the films the images were ostensibly based on—but that 
was her art playing its clever games on their highly mediated memories.

Sherman’s “Stills,” with their onion-like layers of meaning, questioned the veracity of even the 
most compelling and honest pictures being made at the time by street-photography luminaries 
such as Lee Friedlander and Garry Winogrand. These small, rich, and surprisingly demure 
prints (all eight by ten inches, like old Hollywood headshots) were originally hung in downtown 
Manhattan galleries while the perfectly produced, overbearing billboard-size portraits and still 
lifes of Richard Avedon and Irving Penn—seductive images informed by the exaggerations and 
lies inherent in advertising and fashion—were being displayed uptown. Today, Sherman’s early 
works seem as important as ever, ding of us much more than the glossy fictions she makes fun 
of, insisting that we look carefully at our sources and read between the lines.

— Robert Becker
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